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Title: Protein binding to lipid droplets
Summary (half a page maximum) Lipid droplets (LDs) are cellular oil droplets formed e.g. 
during food intake and consumed in energy needs. LDs are covered by a single phospholipid 
monolayer and bound by many proteins. They were recently established to be key players in 
energy metabolism, lipid pathogenic diseases, and viruses’ development, and thus form 
dynamic cellular emulsions. The specific binding of proteins to the monolayer of LDs, which 
are yet surrounded by many bilayer organelles in vivo, drives the fate the droplets. Some core 
proteins of viruses bind them and hijack their surface for the production of infectious viral 
particles. How proteins bind LDs is thus a key question of LD biology whose understanding 
strongly relies on biophysical considerations of proteins interaction with oil/water interfaces. 
The aim of the project is to use emulsion droplets, relevantly mimicking LDs, to address 
the selective/exclusive protein binding to LDs monolayer interface. This question will be 
tackled using sticky emulsion droplets controlled with microfluidics. The targeting of the 
amphipathic helix-binding proteins of hepatitis C will be primarily studied. An example is 
shown in the figure where a protein is in the endoplasmic reticulum (top panel) and relocalize 
to some droplets in the cell (bottom panel). To lead the project, the student will benefit from 
our expertise in LD biology, biophysics, soft matter and microfluidics. The student will be 
involved into developing biological approches for understanding the development of the 
hepatitis C.

The project is at the crossroad between the biology of lipid metabolism, viruses’ proliferation, 
biophysics and soft matter. The project will require developing novel biophysical approaches 
to address key biological questions with unique microfluidic tools and emulsion science. This 
will offer to the student a unique possibility to be trained in a broad interdisciplinary field. 
The project will be developed in interaction with biology laboratories to further test in vivo 
our results. 

Please, indicate which speciality(ies) seem(s) to be more adapted to the subject:

Condensed Matter Physics:  NO     Macroscopic Physics and complexity: YES
Quantum Physics:  NO   Theoretical Physics: NO


